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An appropriate version of the linear programming bound of Delsarte for binary codes is used to 
find explicit upper bounds for A(n, d), with d ~(4.6). These bounds are expected to be at least 
as good as tAe linear programming bound of Delsarte itself. It is re-established that the 
Preparata codes are optimal. 
1. Introductiun 
Let C be a binary code of iength n and minimum distance d. The maximal 
number of words that C can have is denoted by A(n, d). One of the most basic 
problems in coding theory is to find good upper bounds for A(n, d). The best 
results in this respect are obtained by the so-called linear programming (LP-) 
bound of Dclsarte [3]. For each particular pair (n, d) the LP-bound of A(n, d) is 
found by solving a related LP-problem. The best known tables containing upper 
bounds for A(n, d) are based on this method. See e.g. [2]; this paper contains 
tables for d E {4,6,8,10} and 6 *r_ n < 24. 
If ti becomes large, the utility of the LP-method is restricted by the number 
capacity of the computer which one has at its disposal- That is why it is of interest 
to look for analytic solutions of the LP-problem of Delsarte. In [l] Best and 
Brouwer succeeded in solving the LP-problem forf d = 4. Best has also found 
results for d = 6 (personal communication), but the& have not been published so 
far. In [6] the authors treated the nonbinary case for d = 4. Let us also mention 
that in [5] Delsarte’s inequalities were used to obtain good asymptotic bounds for 
the rate of a binary code as a function of its mir:,imum distance. 
In this paper we outline a method which gives explicit upper bounds for 
A(n, dj. These bounds are derived from Delsartc’s LP-bound, and it is claimed 
that our results are at least as good as the (unrestricted) LF-bound. We give 
explicit formulas for d ~(4,6) only. The ingredients used in this paper are the 
following. First, Lemma 1, which is equivalent o :,he dual form of the unrestricted 
LP-bound (cf. Theorem 11 in [3J). Secondly, some extra inequalities on the 
distance distribution borrowed from [2]. Thus it appears that the full strength of 
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Lemma 1 must yield the unrestricted L&bound, hence the results of [2] when the 
extra inequalities are taken into accurlnt. 
In this paper we restrict ourselves to binary codes C containing the zero word 0 
and in which all nonzero words have even weight. This gives no loss OF generality. 
As usual, let a = (1x,,, ul, . . . , k) denote the (inner) distributio;~ of C. Thus ICI a, 
counts the number of pairs (x, y) of code words such that d(x, y) = i, 01 c i c n. The 
dual distribution 6 = (b,, b,, . . . ,6,) of C is defined by 
(0 
where Pk(i) denotes the value for z = i of the kth degree Mrawtchouk poly- 
nomial Pk(z) which is defined by 
The equation j(l) is often referred to as the MacWiliiams identity, whereas 6 is 
also called the M&Williams transform of a. MacWilliams has shown that if C is a 
linear code, then b equals the distribution of fhe dual code C” (see e.g. [4J). Since 
the work of Delsarte [3] the dual distribution 6 has also significance for nonlinear 
codes. 
?‘%e latter showed that for each binary code C the entries in the dual 
disr.ribution are nonnegative. This property has proved to be a very powerful tool 
in obtaining gmd upper bounds for A(rz, d). Before we formulate an appropriate 
version of this so-called linear programming bound we need to recall some 
properties of the Krawtchouk polynomials. 
First of all we have the following recurrence relation (cf. [3j) 
(~+~)P,+,(~)=(n-2Z)P~(z)--(n-kcl)P,_,(z), lGk<n, 
PO(Z) = 1, P~(z)=n-22. (3) 
This relation enables us to write down the first few IKhawtchouk polynomials. For 
example, 
2P*(z)=(n-2z)“-n, 
6P,(z)=(n-2z)[(n-2z)2-3rL+2], 
24&(z) =(n-2#- 2(3n-4)+-2~)~+3n(n-2), 
12OP,(r)=(n-2z)[(n-2z)4-10(n-2)(n-:lz)”+15n2-50n+24]. 
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Furthermore, we recall the orthogonality relation 
t Pk(f)P,(k) = 2” Sij. 
k=O 
Applying (4) t6 (1) gives 
2”ak = IC( g b,&(i). 
i=O 
(4) 
(5) 
From (2) one easily deduces that if i ~{0,1,2, . . . , n}, then 
P,,-k(i)=(-l)iPk(i), Oaks& 
Using this, we derive from (1) that 
(6) 
b ,,_k=bk, OGkknn. (7) 
This relation depends heavily on our assumption th.at C is a:~ even wc$ht code. 
For this implies that q is nonzero only if i is even, which gives the result. It 
follows from (7) that b, = ho. Hence b,, = 1. 
One also has 
Pk(n-i)=(-l)‘&(i), i E{& 1, 2,. . . , n}. (8) 
This is almost immediate from (2). 
Finally, let a(z) denote a polynomial of degree sin. Then we can expand cy (z) 
in the basis of Krawtchouk polynomials: 
a(z)= i I&. 
k-0 
(9) 
The numbers ak (0~ k S n) are called the Krawtchoouk coeficienfs of the poly- 
nomial a(z). 
3. The main lemma; examples 
In this section we state and prove our main lemma, and also give some 
applications to even weight codes with d = 4. The lemma contains a suitable 
version of the linear programming bound for even weight codes. It is equivalent to 
the dual form of the unrestricted W-bound (cf. Theorem 11 in [3& 
Lemma 1. Let C be an even. weight code with distribution a, and let a(z) be any 
polynomial of degree sn su& that a(i) > 0 for each i E {1,2, . . . , n - 1). ‘Then one 
has 
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This inequality holds with equality if and only if the dual weights of C (these are tute 
nonnegative integers i for which bi is nonzero) distinct from 0 and n, are zeros of the 
polyr+3omial (Y (2: ). 
Proof. The left hand number of (10) can be reduced as follows: 
=IC( i bi t olkPk(i: 
i=O k=O 
=IC’l f bia(i) (by (9)) 
i=O 
I-ICI ibo40)+ b(n)) 
= /Cl (a(O)+a(n)}. rEl 
If a(O) == a(n) = 0, then (10) gives a linear inequality involving the numbers 
ai (0s i s IT). In the other cases also the number of codewords is involved. Before 
applying Lemma 1 to codes with d = 6 we present some easier examples for codes 
w&h d = 4. This will help the reader to become familiar with the method. 
Enmunple 1. Define the polynomial a(z) as follows: 
arl[z):= (~-~)(~-z)(~-~)(~-=). 
Then, if a is odd, a(i) 3 0 for each integer i. ‘llms Lemma 1 applies. Later on, in 
Section 3, ‘we shall develop a method to calculate the Krawtchouk coefficients of 
a(t) rapidly. For the moment we merely write them down. 
24cu() = 3(n - l)(n - 31, 
24ar* = 12jn - 3), 
24a4 = 24, 
24q = 0, iy! {0,2,4). 
Since 
24cc(o) = 2”&n) =(n2- l)(n2-9), 
Lemma 1 yields the following inequality if d = 4: 
2”[3(n- l)@z-3)+24a4]~2]C] (n2- 1)(&-S)), 
or, equivalently: 
ICI ~3(n-1)(nT3)-~24a42”-I nEl~mod2~ 
(n2-- l)(F+9) ) (11) 
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The obvious bound 
a4sA(n,4,4)~~~n~~(n-1)1~(n-2)~]~~~4n(/~-l)(n-3) 
now yields, after substitution in (ll), 
2”-1 
A(n, 4) 4n+l, n = 1 (mod 2). 
If n = 1 (mod 4), then we even heave 
a,s&n-l)(n-2)(n--3); 
this will be shown in Example 2. This upper bound for a4 leads to the inequality 
A(n, 4&s, n = 1 (mod 4), 
which has been proved in [l]; it implies that the triply shortened Ha.mming codes 
are optimal. 
Example 2. Let n = 1 (mod 4). Define 
P(z):=~(~-,)(~-~)(,_l-~) and P’(z):=P(x--z). 
Note that p(i)30 if i is even and, consequently, p’(i) 20 if i is odd, where 
i E (0, 1,2, . . . , n}. 
Now let Q(Z) be the (unique) polynomial of degree Crt such that the following 
holds: 
a(i) = 
/3(i) if i is even, 
p’(i) if i is odd. 
(12) 
Then it is clear that rr (i) 5 0 if i E (0, 1,2, . . . , n), and so Lemma 1 yields that 
t (Y,& 2 0. 
k=O 
Now let p(z) :=xk &pk(z). Then p’(z)=& (-l)k&Pk(z), as follows from (8). 
The polynomial 
&):= c @kpk(d + c @&-k(Z) 
k even k odd 
satisfies (l2), as one easily verifies by using (6). Hence we will have 
(Yk = & +&_k if k is even, 
(Yk=O if k is odd. (13) 
Since 
24p(~>=n(n-3)(n-5)+2(n+l)(n-3)P,(t)+2(n-Ilj(n-5)P,izj-24P,(z), 
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we find the following inequality: 
n(n - 3)(n - 5) -24a, + 2(n + l)(n - 3)a n-l 3>: 0.
Since 0,-I 6 1 it follows that 
whence 
E 3,. As in Example 2, let n = 1 (mod 4). Deiline 
B(z):= (+z)(+z), /3’(Z)I:=fi(n-z) 
and let ar(.;r) be the unique polynomial of degree WI satisfying (12). Then the 
Krawtchouk coefficients of a(z) follow from (13). Siince 
22~(z)=.-3+2~,(z)+2P2(z), 
and 22a(0) = 22a(nj = (n - l)(n + 3), we thus find the: following inequality: 
2”(n--3+2a,_,)a2(CI(n-l)(n-3). 
Hence 
Substitution of a n_l d 1 yields the same inequality <as was found in Example 1, 
clearly. 
4. Tlte Krawtcbouk coe&ients of the powers af P&) 
Let ar(z) be any polynomial, of degree k say, with k< n. Since PI(z) = n -22, 
we can write (r(z) as a polynomial of degree k in P,(z). Gmsequently, it will be of 
interest to have the Krawtchouk coefficients of the powers of PI(z) available. 
These coefiicients can be dculated easily, as we shall S!UW now. Let for each i, 
0 G i s n, the following hold: 
P’,(z) = i: P(ki)PgJZ). 
k=O 
Then, since P’,(z) has degree i, I = 0 if k > i_ 
Furthermore, it is clear that rr &*’ = 0 and I$) = 1. Moreover, e(z) = P,(z) 
plies that wF) = 1. The remaining values of the numbers rrt) can be calculated 
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inductively from the recurrence relation (3). This goes as follows (entries not 
defined so far are assumed to be zero). 
p’;“‘(Z) = PI(Z) * Pi(z) 
=P&z) i 7$)P&) 
k=O 
= j: #P&jP&) 
k=O 
= i ?rJ;“[(k+l)P,+,(zj+(n-k+l)P,_,(tj] (by (3)) 
k-0 
k=O 
Thus we may conclude that 
&+l) = Ic?r(ki$ +(n - k)& 
We have calculated the coefficients 
Table 1. 
Table 1. The coefficients art), 0 s k b i s 6 
if OSkSi+l. (14) 
P:’ for 0~ k 2~ i s 6. They ,are listed in 
\ 
k i 0 a 2 3 4 5 6 
0 1 
1 0 1 
2 
3 : 
0 2 
3n-2 0 6 
4 n(3n -2) 0 4(3n - 4) 0 24 
5 0 15n2-30n+ 16 0 6#0( n - 2) 0 120 
6 n(15n2 - 30n + 16) 0 90nZ-300n + 272 0 120(3n-8) Q 720 
Let us illustrate the use of this table and calculate the Kmwtchouk coefficients of 
the polynomial a(z) as defined in Example I. We may write 
24a(zj=(P,(z)-3)(P,(z)--1)(P~(z)i-1)(P,(z)+3) 
= G(z) - loP;(z) f 9. 
Thus it is clear that 
24a, = 7T(k4) - 10 7r(k2) + 9,(o) k, Osksn. 
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With the help of Table ‘1. we now find: 
24cy, = n(3n - 2) - 10n -+9 = 3(n - l)(ii - 3), 
94 
1. arz=4(3n-4)-20=12(n-3), 
24ar4 = 24, and 
‘14 
L. a,‘ = 0, if k$!{O, 2,4}. 
It may be of interest to know that the coefficients &’ lhave a well-defined 
combinatorial meaning. In fact, rrij’ represents the number of paths of length i in 
the n-dimensional hypercube, bstween two vertices having mutual distance k. 
5. Upper bounds for A(n, 6) 
In this s)ection Lemma 1 will be used to derive upper bounds for A(n, 6). C will 
denote a tixed even weight cade with word length n and minimum distance 6. We 
need to distinguish between the cases % is odd” and “n is even”. 
5.1. 7%e case n is odd 
L,es a be art:/ even integer, and let us define the polynomials p(z) and p’(z) as 
~~oliows. 
P(z):= (n-;-3_z)(n-;+l-z)(~+~_z)(n+;+I_z), 
. 
P’(z):=@(n-2). 
Then, if a = n + 1 (mod 4), let a(z) be the unique polynomial of degree in 
satisfyrng (12). The Krawtchouk coefficients of cu(z) then will follow from (13) 
again. Hence, we only need to calculate the Krawtchouk coefficients of the 
polynomial p(z). To this end we write p(z) as a polynomial in P,(z): 
24~(~)=~(~j-4P:(~)-2(a2+1)P~(z)+4{a2+3)P,(z)+~(a2-1) 
x(a2-9). 
and use Table 1 to write down its Krawtchouk coefficients. This gives 
24&= n(3n-2a2-4)+(a’-- l)(a2-9), 
24& = -4(3n - a2 - 5), 24132=4(3n- c,‘!-5), 
24p, = -24, 2”p4 = 24. 
Since 2’a(O) = 24&z) = 24p(O) = {(n -t 1)2 - a”X(n - :3j* -- a’), Lemma 1 yields the 
following inequality: 
2”[n(3n-2a2-4)+(a2-l)(u2-9)-24a,_,-4(3n-u2-5)u,_lJ 
22 /Ci{(n + 1)%22X(n-:)2-a2). 
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Hence 
ICI 
n(3n-2a2-4)+(a*-lj(~2-9)-24a,_3-~4(3~s --a7-5)a,.., 
G- 
{(n + l)*- a’X(ra - 3)2 - aZ} 
2”_‘. 
(15) 
Since the numbers a,_3 and a,_, are nonnegative, and, moreover, satisfy the 
inequality (cf. [2J) 
an++ &Ja,_,~ L&J, (16) 
we may conclude that 
A(n, 6)s 
n(3n-2a2-4)+(a2-1)(a2-9)-4min(O~3n-a*-5)2,_, 
{(n + l)* - a”X(n - 3)* - a”} 
(17) 
If a = n - 1 (mod 4), then we define (u(z j as the unique polynomial of degree sn 
having the following property: 
a(i) = 
I 
/3(i) if i is odd, 
p’(i) if i is even. 
One may easily verify that in this case 
(18) 
a(z)= c PkPkw- c PkP,-k(Z) 
k even kodd 
holds. Consequently, 
ak = &-&+ if k is even, 
(1’9) 
a[k=O if k is odd. 
Since 24a(0) = 24a(n) = 24p’(0) = 24@( rz , we now obtain the following inequality: )
2”[n(3n-2a2-4)+(a2-l)(a”-9)+24a,_3~-4~~3rt-a2-5)a,_,] 
2 2 ICI {(n - l)* - a”r,(n + 3i2 - a”}. 
Hence 
ICIG 
n(3n-2a2-4)+(a2-1)(a2-9)+24a,_3+4(3n-~k2-5)a,_1 2”_1 (20) 
{(n-1)2-a”~(n+3)2-a2} - 
. 
Using (16) we derive from this inequality the following one: 
A(n, 6)G 
n(3n-2a2-4)+(a*-l)(a”- 9)+4ma.x(6~~n],3n-~*-5)~,,_, (21) 
{(n- l)%z2X(n +3)*-a*} 
Summarizing, we may state: 
rem 8, Let n be odd, and let a be any even integer. Then, if a =f 
n + 1 (mod 4), A(n, 6) is upper bounded by (17); if a = it .- 1 (mod 4), then (21) 
gives an upperbound for A( R, 6). 
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We need to remark that Theorem 1 is almost useless unless one knows how the 
number a must be chosen for obtaining the optinal result. Luckily, there is a very 
simple receipt. In general, one of the even numbers having distance <2 to Ja 
gives the best result; in fact, quite. often the choice nearest to a is the optimal 
one. It would take to much space to make this choice plausible here. Let us say 
only that this choice is based on the observation that the nonzero dual weights of 
an optimal code with di&ance d = 2e + 1 tend to cluster around the zeros of the 
Lloyd polynomial of degree e. As known, the extended code derived from such an 
optimal code is also optimal, with distance d = 2e i 2:. he dual weights of the 
extended code, different from its length, are the same as those of the original 
code. If d = 6, the zeros of the corresponding Lloyd polynomial, which equals 
P’z”-*~(2-1)=(n-22)*- n + 2, are $a *a. This may clarify our choice e - 
J-G-?. 
Example 5. Take n = 17. Then &?=3,87 . . . . So take a=4. Since a= 
ri - 1 (mod 4) in this case, we sha!l use Formula (21). 
This gives 
A(17,6)~ 
17~15+15~7+4~max(30,30)2,, 216 
240 - 384 
= - = 341$ 
192 
Hence A(17,6)~341. 
Formula (20), with n = 17 and a =4, yields an inequality which has its own 
interest, namely 
I+ 17 
. 
15 
+ 
15 7 
- + 
24a,,+ 12Oar6 
240 - 384 
216 , 
or, equivalently, 
ICl~D+(a14 -t 5a,,)/l5]256. 
5.2. The case n is even 
Let a be any odd integer (the optimal result will be obtained in this case also by 
choosing a nearest to a). Let us define the polynomials /3(z) and B’(Z) as 
follows: 
fl’(.y):= (“-;-1-_z)(“-;+3_z)(‘*~-3_z)(~++_z)~ 
I.. I Ad 
Then one has 
24P(z) = z(Z) - 2{a” + 2a + 5}P:(z) f (a -I- 3)(a - l)*, 
24p’(z) = (z) - 2{a2 - 2a f S}Pf(z) f (a - 3)(a + l)? 
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The Krawtchouk coefficients of these polynomia% may be calculated in the usual 
way. This gives: 
24po = n(3n - 2) - 2n(a2 + 2a -I- 5) + (a + 3)2(a - 1)2, 
24@2 = 4(3n - a2 - 2a - 36), 
24p4 = 24; 
24fi& = n(3n - 2) -2n(a 2-2a+5)+(a-3)2(a+1)2, 
24P; =4(3n-a2+2a-36), 
24@; = 24, 
and 
& = 0: = 0, if i$ {0,2,4}. 
If Q = n + 1 (mud 4), then let a(z) be the unique polynomial satisfying (12). Then 
one easily verifies that a(z) must be the polynomial 
o(z) =; [ $ (Pk + PD%(z)+ f (Is, - P;)P~-,(z)]. (22) 
k0 k=O 
Hence, 
ak =i@k+i%) 
%t-k==@k--f%) I 
icE{O,l, 2,3,4}. 
Thus we can calculate the nonzero Krawtchouk coefficients of a(z). This gives 
24~o=n(3n-2)-2n(a2+5)+a4-2a2+9, 
24a2 = 4(3n - a2 + 1), 
24~:4 =24, 
24a,_2= -8a, 
2%, = -4a(n + 3 - a2). 
Furthermore, 24a(0) = 24a(n) = 24p(0) = {n2 -(a + 3)2Xn2 - (a - 1)2}. Substitution 
of these values in (10) gives the following inequality: 
2”[n(3n-2a2-12)+(a2- 1.)‘+8-4~1’2a,_~+(~t+3-u%.r,,]] 
b2 ICI {n2-(a+3)2jjn2-(u-l)2). 
Thus we will have 
ICI 
&3n -2a’ -12)+(ci’-l)2+8-4a(2a,_2+(n+3-a2)a,~~2,,_1 
(n2-(a+3)2)jn2-(a-1)2j 
(23) 
Combining this with the obvious inequality 
a a_21-Qns1, (24) 
_.__. .--I.. ..,,_ I .,... ~. -, _., _, ,, ,.. 
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we obtaitt the following upper bound for A(n, 6,): 
A(n, 6)s 
n(3n -2a*- 12)+(a*- 
{n’- 
1)*+8-4a min(0, n+3-a’) 2n_I 
(.a + 3)‘Xr+(‘F 1)‘) 
(25) 
If a = n - 1 (mod 4), then we choose for (w(z) the polynomial of degree bn 
satisfying (18). This forces a(z) to be the polynomial 
a(z) =+ [ktO (Pk +la;P&)- 2 (Pk -WU2)]. 
k=O 
Silence, the Krawtchouk coefficients of (Y(Z) satisfy 
ak = &ok + /%i 
kE{O, 1,2,:3,4). 
an--k = -$(@k - p;) 
Fome easy calculations now give 
24Lyo= n(3n-2)-2n(a2+5)+a4-2a2+9, 
24ar, = -4(3n -a*+ l), 
24at4 = 24, 
24~, -2 = 8a, 
24% =4a(n+3-a*). 
and (Yk = 0 I: k$(O,2,4, n-2, n). Since 24a (0) = 24a(n) = 24@‘(O) = 
{n’-(a+l)*Xn’--(J-3)*}, we find the following inequality: 
2”[n(3n-:!)-2n(a2+5)+a4-2a2+9+8a - a,_,+4a(n+3-a2)Gj 
2 2 ICI in’-(a + l)‘Xn’-(a - 3)2}. 
Consequently, 
ICI 
<n(:ln-2a2- 12)+(a’ -1)2+8+4~{2a,_2+(n+3-a2)u,,}2~_1 
(n2-(a+1)2Xn”-(a-3)2} 
. 
(27) 
Combining this inequality with (24) we obtain the following bound for A(n, 6): 
A(n, 6)s 
n(3n -2a*- 12)+(a*- 1)*+8+4a max(2, n+3--a2) -,,__’ 
(n2-(a+1)2~n2-(a~)2) 
--L . 
(28) 
Thus we may state 
2. Let m be even, anti let a be any odd integer. Then, if a = n + 1 (mod 41, 
Adn, 6) is upper bounded 
per bound for ,A(n, 6). 
by (25); if a = n - 1 (mod 4), ti’,cn (28) gioes an 
. ._ ..“... “ .I.. __-” 
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Example 6. Take n = 20, and choose for a the odd integer nearest to x&, i.,e. 
a = 5. Then a = n + 1 (mod 4), so we shall use formula (25). This yields 
A(20,6) G 20(-2) + 576 + 8 + 40 
336 - 384 
219 
584 
=336. 3842 
19 
= 2373,079 , . . I 
Hence, A(20,6) =S 2373. 
Using formula (23), with n = 20 and a = 5, one finds 
]c]G2048+ 336. 384 
40(1+ Lln -an-J 2,g 
’ 
If a,, = 1, then an_2=0, which implies )C(~2373. If an-2= 1, whence a, =0, we 
find ICI s 2048. 
Rernarlrs. (1) The upper bounds for A( 17,6) and A(20,6) in Example 5 and 6 
respectively, are both odd. There is a trick to lower the bound with 1 in this case 
(see [23 which yields A(17,6)~340 and A(20,6)=~2372. Up to such minor 
differences the bounds of Theorems 1 and 2 coincide with those of the table for 
A(n, 6) in [2] with only two exceptions: n = 19 and 23. Theorem 1 gives 
A(l% 6) c ,,:04,, 218 = 1433,6 (a = 4), 
and 
2** = 13926,4 (a = 6). 
In [2] however it is stated that A(19,6)~ 1288 and A(23,6)~ 13774. Up to the 
above mentioned trick these bounds correspond to the unrestricted LP-problem 
of Delsarte, which gives 
A(19,6) <1289% and A(23,6) s 13775% 
respectively. We shall point out now how our results can be used to obtain this 
upper bounds as well. 
Let C be any binary code of length 19 with d = 6. From formula (15) we derive 
(with CL = 4) that 
Formula (20), with a = 6, gives 
Ick 63 
73 + %d8a18 210 
’ (3119) 
-._ ._-- “,. 
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The inequality A(19,6) s 1433,6 is obtained from (29) by the substitution 
6116 = al8 = 0. However, if al,j= alg = 0, then it follows from (30) that ICI s 1186%. 
This shows that the bound A (19,6) d 1433,6 is not best possible. In fact, observe 
that we can eliminate $6 from (29) and (30). This gives the inequality 
108 IC1~(136- 10a1g)210S 
Hence, 
which is best possible. 
The case n = 23 can be treated similarly. From formula (15% with a = 4, and 
from formula (20), with a = 6, we obtain 
35A(23,6) Q (36- azo-- 8a22)2*4 
and 
4 - XA(23,6) S (98 + 3az0 + 14a22)214 
respectively. Elimination of a2o from these 
inequality: 
7 - 35A(23,6) d (206 - 10a22)214. 
Consequently, substitution of a22 a 0 gives 
206 
A(23,6)-, . 35 ‘-214=13775~, 
which is best possible again. 
inequalities’ yields the following 
(2) Let n = 22m, m 2 2. Then formula (28), with a = 2” - 1, yields 
as may be easily verified. This result is not sh,arp enough, however. The well 
known Preparata code of length n = 22” (m 2.2) and distance d = 6 has 2%’ 
code words, and this code is known to be optimal (see e.g. [4, chapter 1Sl). 
In [4] the optimality of the Preparata code is shown by using the Johnson 
bound for A(n, 6). We like to demonstrate how this rz~irft can be obtained from 
the linear programming bound as well. lhis goes as foIllows. 
Define the polynomial (Y(Z) by 
This choice of a(z) is motivated by the fact that the Preparata code 
dual of the Kerdock code. Indeed the zeros of a(z) are precisely 
ts occurring in the Kerdock code. 
is the formal 
the nonzero 
Upper bounds for A(n, 4) and A(n, 6) 27S 
It is clear that we will have cx(i) a 0 for each i E (0, 1, . . . , n}. Thus Lemma 1 
app!i@s. Therefore, let us calculate the Krawtchouk coefficients of a(z). One has: 
2% (2) = (PI(Z) - Jtl)*P:(z)(P,(r) + Jn)* 
= P:(z)(P:(z) - n)* 
* 
= P;(z) -2nP@) + n2E$(z). 
Thus we find, with the help of Table 1: 
26a,=n(15n2-30n+16)-2n2(3n-2)+ir3 
= 2.n(5n2 - 13n + 8) = 2n(n - l)(Sn - 8); 
2%, = 720 and Lyi=O for i>6. 
Hence, since 26a(0) = 26a!(n) = n*( n2 - n)” = n4(n - l)*, we obtain the following, 
inequality: 
2”[2n(n- l)(Sn -8)+720a,]~2 ICI n”(n - l)*. 
Hence, for each natural number n, we will have that 
lcls 
n(n-1)(5?2-8)+360Q6 
n4(n - 1)2 
2”. 
Since &, < A(n, 6,6), we also have 
a6~UnU(n-1)1~(n-2)lf(n-3)jj]]. 
Hence, if n ~7 1 (mod 3), which is the case if n = 2*“‘, then 
360&j s n(n - l)(n - 2)(n -4), 
Thus we obtain by substitution 
ICI< 
n(n-1)[Sn-8+(n-2)(n-‘4)]2W 
n4(n - l)* 
= &r-W a(=-I)2,=$, 
n”(n - l)* 
So we have proved 
A(n, 6)62”/n*, if n = 1 (mod 3). 
Note that equality can occur only if n is an even power of 2. 
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